AWARENESS

Breast Cancer MONTH

FOLLETT ON DEMAND
HERSCHEL SETTLEMENT
15" COMPUTER BACKPACK

QTY 6- $117.15EA
QTY 25- $106.83EA
1 COLOR, 1 IMPRINT

STANLEY ICEFLOW™ FLIP STRAW TUMBLER 30 OZ

QTY 24- $61.66EA
QTY 100- $59.08EA
1 COLOR, 1 IMPRINT

FIELD & CO. CAMPUS
15" COMPUTER BACKPACK

QTY 20- $38.46EA
QTY 120- $35.06EA
1 COLOR, 1 IMPRINT
BREAST CANCER AWARENESS PRINTED SILICONE WRISTBAND

- QTY 250 - $1.87 EA
- QTY 500 - $1.18 EA
1 COLOR, 1 IMPRINT

REVERSIBLE ALL OVER PRINT BUCKET HAT

- QTY 250 - $15.72 EA
- QTY 500 - $14.72 EA
1 COLOR, 1 IMPRINT

FOLDABLE T-SHIRT BAG

- QTY 100 - $4.93 EA
- QTY 250 - $4.06 EA
1 COLOR, 1 IMPRINT

BENT SILICONE STRAW

- QTY 100 - $3.14 EA
- QTY 250 - $2.39 EA
1 COLOR, 1 IMPRINT

36" BREAST CANCER AWARENESS SHOE LACES

- QTY 100 - $4.47 EA
- QTY 250 - $3.34 EA
1 COLOR, 1 IMPRINT

15 OZ. CAMPFIRE MUG

- QTY 144 - $6.73 EA
- QTY 288 - $5.70 EA
1 COLOR, 1 IMPRINT
JOURNAL BOOK OPTIONS

5”X 7” IMAGEFLEX PERFECTBOOK NOTEPAD

- FLEXIBLE, WRAPAROUND PAPER COVERS PRINTED FULL-COLOR
- SOFT TOUCH FINISH
- UPGRADE TO PRINT INSIDE COVERS
- 100 SHEETS STOCK FILLER (*DOT GRID LINED, BLANK, OR GRAPH)
- PINK RIBBON BOOKMARK
- PERFECT GLUE-BOUND SPINE

QTY 100- $12.45EA
QTY 250- $10.26EA
QTY 500- $9.13EA
JOURNAL BOOK OPTIONS

(5.5”X 8.5) COLORMATCH POLY SEMINARPAD

QTY 100- $18.68EA
QTY 250- $14.61EA
QTY 500- $12.84EA

- SEMI-TRANSPARENT, FLEXIBLE POLY FRONT COVER WITH PINK PMS SCEEN PRINT FLOOD INSIDE FRONT COVER (RIBBON SHAPE KNOCKED OUT SO YOU CAN SEE THROUGH THE COVER TO INSERT)

- WHITE FOIL IMPRINT ON FRONT COVER

- 1ST PG. FULL COLOR DIGITAL INSERT (TWOE SIDED)

- 100 SHEETS STOCK FILLER (*DOT GRID LINED, BLANK, OR GRAPH)

- BLACK PAPERBOARD BACK COVER

- WHITE WIRE BINDING
JOURNAL BOOK OPTIONS

(5 X 8.5”)
MEDIUM BOHEMIAN

QTY 48 - $26.14EA
QTY 150 - $20.61EA
QTY 300 - $19.57EA

PINK FAUX LEATHER HARD COVER

• ONE OVERSIZED BLIND DEBOSS
  IMPRINT ON FRONT COVER

• ADHESIVE BUSINESS CARD POCKET
  INSIDE FRONT COVER

• FIRST SHEET, FULL COLOR DIGITAL INSERT
  (ONE SIDED)

• 80 SHEETS RULED FILLER

• PAPERPOCKET INSIDE BACK

• MATCHING SATIN RIBBON BOOKMARK

• ELASTIC PRIVACY CLOSURE

• THREAD-SEWN BOOK BINDING